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1わ卯o∂〃cカo〃

　　　　The　purpose　of　the　present　paper　is　to　clarify　the　status　of　constituent　instmments　of

intemationa1organizations　in　the　law　of　treaties，that　is　to　say，the　relationship　between

constituent　instmments　of　intemational　organizations　and　the　law　of　treaties．

　　　　I　have　already　attempted　to　ana1yze　the　di価erences　betweel1constituent　instruments

of　internationa1organizations　and　ordinary　treaties　both　in　the　light　of　the　I1otion“ca1＝aetさre

constitutiome1”of　constituent　instruments　and　oftheir　interpretative　framework　with　par－

ticu1ar　regard　to　the　principle　of　implied　powers．1　I　intend　to　analyze　the　interp正etative

framework　of　the1aw　of　treaties　embodicd　in　Articles31and32of　the　Viema　Convention

on　the　Law　of　Treaties，and　compare　it　with　that　of　constituent　instmments　to　clarify　the

possib1e　d冊erences　between　them．In　this　com㏄tion，however，a　related　but　mo正e　general

question　is　the　status　of　constituent　instmments　in　the　law　of　treaties．Here　we　have　con－

crete　materia1＿Article5ofthe　Viema　Convention　on　the　Law　ofT正eaties．

　　　　Article5（Treaties　Constituting　Intemationa10rganizations　and　Treaties　Adopted　with－

in　an　Intemational　Organization）Provides：

　　　　　　The　present　Convention　applies　to　any　treaty　which　is　the　constituent　instmment

　　　　of　an　intemational　organization　and　any　treaty　adopted　within　an　internation創organ－

　　　　ization　without　prejudice　to　any　rules　of　the　organization．

In　approaching　the　general　problem　of　the　status　of　constituent　instmments　in　the　law　of

treaties，this　Article5o価ers　interes廿ng　ma．teria1to　ana1yze．Even　in　recent1y　pub1ished

books　on　the　law　of　treatesi，2A打icle5had　not　been　dea1t　with　su冊ciently，presumably　llot

　　1Tetsuo　Sato，0o刑舳伽召〃1榊〃”㎜帥伽oゾ1〃ε閉〃一〇”四10’g伽I別〃o”∫α”∂凧αp1〃蛇r〃21口榊ε月rα閉εworκ

＿〃〃o伽肋π1o伽〃f”吻o11）oc’r加”〃捌5〃ogr功卜，14皿TOTSUBAS㎜JOURN肌OF　LAW
AND　POLI皿CS1＿22（1986）。
　　2I．SINCLA皿，THE　VIENNA　CONVENTION　ON　THE　LAW　OF　T肥ATIES36，95，108（2nd　ed．
1984）；S．BASTID，LES　TRAIT直S　DANS　LA　VIE　INTERNATIONALレCONCLUSION　ET　EFFETS
＿5，28，59，222（1985），P㎜UT肌，mTRODUCTIONAUDROITDEST㎜耐S（2ξm・・d1985）・
It　wi11be　usef汕to　point　out，as　Reute正did（at127），that“口］es　e価ets　d，un　acte　constitutif　a　l，5g…rd　de1’o正ga“一

。。ti。。。。。。。tp。。晦・p・州C㎝…ti・・d・Vi・m・・皿1汕・itd・・t・・itξ・π1・CV…㎝・・m・q・・1・・施t・）

血閑1・p・・j・td’舳i・1・・皿1・・tmit台・d・…g㎝i・・ti…i・t・m・tio・・1・・（1・…t・・・…tit・ti応…t晦i・p町

1a　CW．’’
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because　it　is　not　an　important　provision，but　rather　because　it　belongs　to　the1aw　of　inter－

national01＝9anizations．

　　　　In　analyzing　Article5，therefore，I　wm　trace　its　legislative　history　both　in　the　inter－

national　Law　Commission　and　in　the　Viema　Dip1omatic　Conference－I　wi11a1so　focus

upon　the　ro1e　p1ayed　by　the　notion“re1evant　mles　of　the　organization．”　This　notion　was

adopted　and1ater　deve1oped　in　two　conventions：the　Vienna　Convention　on　the　Represen－

tation　of　States　in　Their　Relationship　with　Intemationa10rganizations　of　a　Universal　Char－

acter　and　the　Vienna　Convention　on　the　Law　of　Treaties　between　States　and　Intemationa1

Organizations　or　between　Intemationa1Organizations．　These　conventions　should　be　an－

a1yzed　in　the　same　n1anner．

I．ルo伽加ヴ〃肋5ゲ伽肋〃〃αCo舳洲o〃
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　0〃伽一乙αWψ伽α伽

1：Drafting　in　the　Intemational　Law　Commission

　　　　（1）Dra肘Articles　by　Waldock

　　　　References　to　constituent　instruments　or　intemational　organizations　in　the　draft　articles

submitted　by　the　fourth　Special　Rapporteur，Sir　Humphrey　Waldock　ra㎎ed　from　simply

mentio㎡ng　them　to　entrusting　important　functions　to　the　organizations．3　Some　of　these

were，after　discussions　in　the　Commjssion，incorporated　in　the　provisional　dran　articles

reportcd　to　the　General　Assembly．For　example，with　respect　to　reservations，“［a］State

may．．．forml1ate　a　reservation　unless：（a）The㎜ahng　of　reservations　is　prchibited．

by　the　estab1ished　mles　of　an　intemationa1organization”｛；with　resp㏄t　to　modiication

of　treaties，such　expressions　as“［u］nless　otherwise　provided．．、by　the　established　rules

ofan　intemational　organization”were　included　in　the　articles．5

　　　　（2）　1963Report　of　the　Commission　to　the　General　Assemb1y

　　　　Although　a　preference　for　a　general　provision　conceming　the　constituent　instruments

hadalreadybeenexpressedinthediscussionsof“TermjnationorSuspensionofATreaty
Fo1lowing1』pon　Its　Breach，”個it　was　not　unti1the718th　meeting　jn1963that　the　Dramng

　3Some　examp1es　are　as　follows：dmft　articles17＿19（First　Report）conceming　reservations；血aft舳ic1e
14（Second　Report）concerning　conflict　with　a　prior　treaty；dエaft趾tic1e17（s臥me）con㏄ming　t正eaties　con一

油1ni㎎no　provisions　regarding　their　duエati㎝or　temimti㎝；draft町ticle20（same）c㎝ceming　temjm－
tion　or　suspe口sion　of　a　t爬aty　followi㎎upon　its　breach；draft　article22（sam6）concemi㎎the　d㏄trine　of

励姻曲吻〃肋J．On　these　points，舵‘Wald㏄k，First　Repo正t　on　the　Law　ofTreaties口96212Y．B．INT’L
L．COMM’N27，U．N．DOC，A／CN・4μ44；S㏄ond　Repo正t　on　the　Law　of　T正eaties－1963］2Y．B．INT’L
L．COMM’N36，U．N．DOC．A／CN．4／156and　Add．1＿3；Third　Report　on　thc　Law　of　Treati6s口964］2Y．
B．INT’L　L－COMM’N5，U．N．DOC，A／CN．4／167and　Add．1－3．

4肋Rlportofthe1nternatiomlLawCo㎜illiontotheGlneralAll1mbly，［196212Y．B．rNT’LL．
gOMM’N157，ヱ75＿182，U．N．DOC．A／5209．
　5822Report　of　the　Intematiom1Law　Commission　to　the　Gen6正al　Asscmb］y，口964］2Y．B．INT’L　L．
COMM’N173，193＿197，U．N，DOC．A／5809，
6Su㎜趾yR㏄ordsofthe692ndme6ting（p趾a．2）andthe691rdmeeting（p肛as．19－0），［1961］1Y．B．

INT’L　L・COMM’N122and132・In　traci㎎th61egis1ative　history，the　following　book　is　useM：S．ROS－

ENNE，丁肥LAW　OF　TREATIES　A　GUIDE　TO　T肥LEGISLATIVE　mSTORY　OF　THE　VIENNA
CONVENTION（1970）．
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Conmlittee submitted one.7 This provision was, finally, adopted as Article 48:8 "Where 

a treaty is a constituent instrument of an international organization, or has been drawn 

up within an international organization, the application of the provisions of part II, section 

III, shall be subject to the established rules of the organization concerned." The com-

mentary in the 1963 Report to the General Assembly explains as follows : 

"(1) The application of the law of treaties to the constituent instruments of inter-

national organizations and to treaties drawn up within an organization inevitably has 

to take account also of the lawgoverning each organization. Thus, informulating the rules 

goveming the conclusion of treaties in part I, the Commissionfound it necessary in certain 

contexts to draw a distinction between these and other kinds of multilateral treaties. . 

In the present part the Commission did not think it necessary to make any particular 

provision for these special categories of treaties with regard to the articles contained 

in section 11 which deal with the grounds of the invalidity of treaties. . . . 

(2) On the other hand, it appeared to the Commission that certain of the articles in 

section 111 concerning the termination or suspension of the operation of treaties and with-

drawal from multilateral treaties might encroach upon the internal law of international 

Accordingly, the present article provides that organizations to a certain extent. . . . 

the application of the provisions of section 111 to constituent instruments and to treaties 

drawn up "within" an orgamzation shall be subject to the "established rules" of the 

organization concerned. The term "established rules of the organization" is intended 

here . . . to embrace not only the provisions of the constituent instruments of the organ-

ization but also the customary rules developed in its practice."9 (Italics mine) 

(3) Fourth Report by Waldock 
Taking into consideration the comments of governments. Waldock submitted, in 1965, 

the fourth report, in which the previous Article 48 had been transferred to Article 3 (bis). 

The Special Rapporteur explains the reason for this transfer as follows: 

"~V:]hen dealing with the termination of treaties in part II, section 111, it made a general 

reservation . . . in article 48 covering all the articles of that section. There are some 

articles, however, where such a reservation might be necessary or prudent but with regard 

to which the Commission has not made the reservation ,' for example, article 9, concerning 

the participation of additional States in treaties, and articles 65-68, concerning the mod-

Ification of treaties. The Special Rapporteur suggests that the reservation in article 48 

should be transferred to the "General Provisions" part and made to cover, in principle, 

the draft articles as a whole."ro (Italics mine) 

This new Article 3 (bis) was introduced in the 780th meeting,n postponed and adopted 

without much discussion by 1 6 votes to none in the 820th meeting.1z 

? Summary Records of the 718th meeting, id. , at 307, para. 89-94. 

' Summary Records of the 720th meeting, id., at 318, para. 68. 

8 Report of the Intemational Law Corrlmission to the General Assembly, [1963] 2 Y. B. INT'L L. COM-

MN' 187, 213, U, N. DOC. A/5509. 
*' Waldock, Fourth Report on the Law of Treaties [1964] 2 Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 3, 18, U, N. DOC. 

A/CN.41177 and Add. I and 2. 

u Summary Records of the 780th meeting, [1965] I Y, B. INT'L L. COMM'N 31-2, paras. 17-26. 

la Summary Records of the 820th meeting, id., at 308, para. 28. 
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(4) Final Draft Articles Adopted by the Commission 

, The Article 3 (bis) was finally adopted as Article 4 :13 Treaties which are constituent 

instruments of international organizations or which are adopted within international organ-

izations-"The application of the present articles to treaties which are constituent instru-

ments of an international organization or are adopted within an international organization 

shall be subject to any relevant rules of the organization." The commentary succinctly 

summarized the drafting history we have traced above, as follows : 

"(1) The draft articles, as provisionally adopted at the fourteenth, fifteenth and six-

teenth sessions, contained a number of specific reservations with regard to the applica-

tion of the established rules of an international organization. In addition, in what was 

then part 11 of the draft articles and which dealt with the invalidity and termination 

of treaties, the Commission had inserted an article (article 48 of that draft) making a 

broad reservation in the same sense with regard to all the articles on termination of 

treaties. On beginning its re-examination of the draft articles at its seventeenth session, 

the Commission concluded that the article in question should be transferred to its pre-

sent place in the introduction and should be reformulated as a general reservation cover-

ing the draft articles as a whole. It considered that this would enable it to simpllfy 

the drafting of the articles containing specific reservations. It also considered that 

such a general reservation was desirable in case the possible impact of rules of international 

organizations in any particular context of the law of treaties should have been inadver-

tently overlooked.'u4 (Italics mine) 

2 : Drafting in the Vienna Diplomatic Conference 

(1) Introduction 

The International Law Commission unanimously adopted the final draft articles on the 

law of treaties at its eighteenth session in 1966. In the same year, the United Nations Gen-

eral Assembly by resolution 2 1 66 (XXI) decided to convene an international conference 

of plenipotentiaries in 1968 and 1969. The first session of the United Nations Conference 

on the Law of Treaties was held in Vienna in 1968 and was attended by representatives of 

103 countries and observers from thirteen specialized and inter-governmental agencies. 

The second session was held in Vienna in 1969 and was attended by representatives of 1 10 

countries and observers from fifteen agencies. The Conference adopted the Vienna Con-
vention on the Law of Treaties on 23 May'l969. 

Is summary Records of the 887th meeting (paras. 79 and 80) and 892nd meeting (para. 75), [19661 1 Y. 

B. INT'L L. COMM'N 294 and 325. 
14 Report on the Intemational Law Commission to the General Assembly, [19661 2 Y. B. INT'L L. COM-

M'N 169, 191, U. N. DOC. A/6309/Rev. l. 
The Commentary also stated as follows: 

"tTlhe Commission revised the formulation of the reservation at its present session so as to make it cover 

only "constituent instruments" and treaties which are "adopted within an international organization." 

This phrase is intended to exclude treaties merely drawn up under the auspices of an organization or 

through use of its facilities and to confi, ne the reservation to treaties the text of which is drawn up and 

adopted withm an organ of the orgamzatlon." Id. 
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(2) First Session-Grouping of the States on the Point Concerned 
In the first session draft article 4 was discussed by the Conunittee of the Whole in the 

8th-10th and 28th meetings. Representatives of 34 countries and observers for eight in-

ternational organizations and Waldock (Expert Consultant) expressed their opinions, which 

could be, for convenience, grouped in the following way : 

(i) States demanding the deletion of Article 4 

A: Opposed to the purpose of Article l~Congo (Brazzaville), Ukrainian Soviet Soc-

ialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria 

B : Preferring exceptions in individual articles rather than a general provision-

United States of America, Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany 

C : Others-Japan, Sweden, Philippines 

(ii) States supporting Article 4 

Most of the remaining countries, eight international organizations and Waldock 

(3) States Demanding the Deletion of Article 4 

The Congo (Brazzaville) delegate stated that he saw no reason to make a special cat-

egory of treaties which were constituent instruments because they were treaties concluded 

between States.15 The Ukrainian delegation submitted an amendment replacing the words 

"shall be subject to any relevant rules" with the words "shall take into account the relevant 

rules.'u6 

Mr. McDougal (U.S.A.) stated that while the exclusion of two such important types 
of treaty from the scope of the convention would greatly undermine its authority and reduce 

its significance, the flexibility and security needed by international organizations could be 

safeguarded by including suitable exceptions to Articles 6, 8, 13, 16, 17, 37 and 72, and sub-

mitted an amendment to that effect.17 

Mr. Blix (Sweden) submitted an amendment to delete Article 4, not because he was 
dissatisfied with the idea expressed in that Article, but because he thought the principle 

did not need to be stated. He explained that if States could derogate from the rules of 

the draft convention by agreement between themselves, they should also be able to do so 

by adopting certain rules or practices within an international organization and that it did 

not seem necessary to say s0.18 Mr. Golsong (Observer for the Council of Europe) objected 

to this view by stating as follows: "Deletion of Article 4 might be acceptable if all the del-

egations shared the views of the Swedish delegation, but that was by no means the case; 

it was significant that the United States amendment to delete Article 4 was based on the 

** United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties. Official Records, First Session, 1968, Summary 

Records of the 9th meeting, at 47, para. 9. ' 
18 A/CONF.39/C.1/L.12. For the amendments submitted to Article 4, see United Nations Conference 

on the Law of Treaties, Official Records, Documents of the Conference, at 1 14-6. 

1' Supra note 13, 8th meeting, at 43, paras. 15-8. He also made the,following interesting statement: _ 

"The arguments so far advanced did not distinguish between the internal affairs of an organization, 

such as the procedure for the formation of agreements, which should be subject to its own rule-mak-

ing, and treaty relations between States, which involved .matters such as the principles relating to in-

validity and were beyond the rule-making competence of international organizations. Nor had a pro-

per distinction been made between participation in the framing of a constituent instrument of an inter-

national organization and admission to membership of an organization, or between withdrawal from 

membership and the termination of the constituent instrument." Id. , at para. 20. 

*' Id., 8th meeting, at 45, paras. 33-6. 
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totally different argument that States should not evade the rules embodied in the draft ar-

ticles by concluding their treaties within international organizations."I9 ' 
The amendments of the United States of America, Sweden, and the Congo, which pro-

posed the deletion of Article 4 for different reasons, were put to the vote and rejected by 84 

votes to 10, with 2 abstentions.ao 

(4) Explication of Assertions Supporting Article 4 

Most of the statements made by representatives of States and by observers of inter-

national organizations fundamentally supported the purpose of Article 4 and they can be 

explicated in the following manner. 

(i) Importance of Article 4 : It should be noted that two representatives-Sir Francis 

Vallat (United Kingdom)21 and Mr. Virally (France)22-who were thoroughly familiar with 
international organizations, as well as all the observers for international organizations,23 

emphasized that Article 4 was one of the most important and significant articles in the draft 

convention. 

(ii) Desirability of A General Provision : As was already explained, the International 

Law Commission had originally taken an individual approach, but had abandoned this in 

1963, on finding that it would create considerable difficulties. Mr. Meron (Israel) pointed 

out the following four reasons for preferring a general provision.24 

A: It was better not to complicate the text of the convention by detailed amendments 

to specific articles. 

B : It was doubtful whether the Conference could undertake an exhaustive examina-

tion of the draft, taking great care not to omit any necessary amendment. 

C : Proper latitude must be left for future developments in international law and inter-

national organizations, and the Article provided the necessary flexibility. 

D : The needs of some international organizations were different from those of the 

United Nations, and it would be difficult to provide for those needs by the method 

of specific amendments. 

It would also be difficult to reach consensus upon which articles need the amendments. 

For example. Mr. Broches (Observer for the I.B.R.D.) suggested Articles 14(1), 37, 41, 57, 

59 and 62 for constituent instruments, and Articles 6, 8, 9, 10, I l, 12, 14, 17, 53, 71 and 74 

for treaties adopted within international organizations.25 Mr. Golsong stated that the 

experience of the Council of Europe showed that there were no less than twenty-seven ar-

ro Id., 9th meeting, at 47, paras. 15-6. 

ao Id., lOth meeting, at 57, para. 41. 

21 Id., 8th meeting, at 44, para. 31. 

22 Id., 8th meeting, at 45, para. 40. 

2s Mr. Golsong (Observer for the Council of Europe) referred to an important point when he stated : 

"The basic rule embodied in article 4 was not the result of the work of international secretariats; it had 

emerged from the decisions taken and the attitudes adopted by States. It thus reflected a development 

of State practice based on the interests of States. The fact that an increasing number of multilateral 

treaties were concluded within international organizations showed that the fiexibility of that procedure 

was in the interest of States." (Italics mine) Id., 9th meeting, at 47, para. 13. 

2a Id., 9th meeting, at 50-1, paras. 55-6. 

25 Id., 9th meeting, at 48-9, paras. 30~2. 
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ticles which would have to be amended.26 Mr. Jenks (Observer for the I.L.O.), in the dis-

cussions of Article 3, referred to the importance of Article 4 and stated that the questions 

at issue were too complex to be dealt with by detailed amendments to the draft articles and 

could only be properly covered by a broad and comprehensive provision. He specifically 

pointed out Articles 8, 9, 12, 16-20, 28, 36, 37, 57 and 62-64.27 

(nD Whether "Relevant Rules of the Orgamzation" would include practice in the 
organization: That "relevant rules" should include "the practice" or "the establrshed prac 

tices" was emphasized by observers for such organizations as the Food and Agriculture 

Organization, the Council of Europe, and the World Health Organization. Furthermore, 
in order to clarify this point, amendments to add "or decrsrons" (Ceylon) or "and establ 

rshed practices" (United Kingdom) were submitted.28 Waldock responded to these by 
stating that the International Law Commission had considered that the words 'tmy relevant 

rules" were intended to include both rules laid down in the constituent instrument and rules 

estab!ished in the practice of the organization as binding.29 

(5) A Comment by Mr. Yasseen, Chairman of the Drafting Committee 
In the 28th meeting, Mr. Yasseen, Chairman of the Drafting Committee, introduced 

the text of Article 4 adopted by that Committee and stated as follows: 

"The Drafting Committee had not thought it advisable to alter the International Law 

Commission's text, or to accept the proposed amendments. It should be explained, 
however, that it had taken lhe view that the term "rules " in article 4 applied both to written 

rules and to unwritten customary rules. That being so, the United Kingdom repre-
sentative had agreed to withdraw his delegation's amendment on the understanding 
that the term in question applied only to legal rules and could not be extended to rules 

20 Id., 9th meeting, at 47, para. 17. 

27 Id., 7th meeting, at 36-7 paras. 2-19. 
'
 

28 They were A/CONF.39/C.1/L.53, and A/CONF.39/C.1/L.39. 
29 Id., 10th meeting, at 57, para. 40. 
Another very important question, although not directly relevant in the present context, relates to the dif-

ference between "treaties which are constituent instruments of international organizations" and "treaties which 

are adopted within international organizations. " This is a most difficult question, to which several represen-

tatives referred. For example, Mr. Virally (France) made the following statement : 

"A treaty which was the constituent instrurnent of an organization could be identified by its object. At 

the conclusion stage it was comparable to any treaty, but the position changed when it entered into force. 

Ordinary treaties were applied by the States parties to them through their executive, Iegislative and ju-

dicial organs. A treaty which was the constituent instrument of an organization was applied both by the 

parties as members of the organization and by the organs of the organization. That produced a whole 

series of consequences which the draft convention could not cover. The inclusion of constituent instru-

ments of international organizations in article 4 was therefore justified. 

Treaties concluded within an organization did not have the same unity. Some treaties were adopted 
merely for reasons of convenience, and there would be no justification for trying to infer legal conse-

quences from that fact. . . . 
The question therefore arose in what cases the application of a special legal r6gime was justified for 

treaties whose adoption constituted the actual function of the organization-treaties which were insepar-

able from its constituent instrument andfrom its very existence. The observer for the ILO had explained 

the part played in that connexion by the international labour conventions in achieving the aitns of that 

organization. Treaties of that kind should be governed by special rules as to their interpretation, validity 

and application. The purpose of the French amendment was to restrict the application of article 4 to 

agreements concluded under a treaty which was the constituent instrument of an intemational organ-
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that did not have the character of legal rules. Consequently, article 4 did not apply to 

procedures which had not reached the stage of mandatory lega! ruJes. "30 (Italics mine) 

This text of Article 4 was put to the vote and adopted by 84 votes to none, with 7 ab-

stentions.31 

(6) Second Session-Statement by Mr. Ago, President of the Conference 
In the second session (1969), Article 4 was discussed in the 7th plenary meeting. With-

out much discussion, it was adopted by 102 votes to none, with I abstention.32 Subsequently, 

this provision has become the present Article 5. Preceding the vote, Mr. Ago, President 

of the Conf ' erence, m response to a comment by a representative of Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, made the following noteworthy statement: 

"The convention on the law of treaties related not only to the creation of treaties, but 

also to their life in the future. The constituent instrument of an international organiza-

tion might conceivably contain rules of interpretation which were at variance with those 

laid down in the convention, and the last phrase of articJe 4 (" without prejudice to any 

relevant rules of the organization ") would tllen apply to tlle constituent instrument and 

not merely to any treaty subsequently adopted within the organization. The proposed 

ization. The amendment stressed the need for a direct link between the treaty adopted by the organiza-

tion and the constituent instrument o,f the organization, because it was tnat link which justified the spec-

ial r6gime." (Italics mine) Id., 8th meeting, at 45~5, paras. 41-3. 

Mr. Meron (Israel) also stated that the decision whether a treaty was adopted within the intemational 

organization or under its auspices was a matter of diplomatic convenience, affected by financial and technical 

considerations, and was not a good basis for a legal distinction. He emphasized that a more material cri-

terion should be sought in the actual connexion of the treaty with the organization within which it had been 

drawn up, so that the treaty had a material link with the constitution of the organization. Id. , 9th meetin 

According to the Belgian delegation, the phrase "adopted within an international organization" referred 

to a defacto situation which might not necessarily be legally justified by the rules of the organization in ques-

tion, and an element of law was essential for the application of the exception. Id., 10th meeting, at 53, ara. 

Thus, the following amendments were submitted: "an agreement concluded in virtue of [a constituent 
instrument]" (France) ; "treaties which . . . are adopted within the competence of an international organ-
ization" (Peru) ; restricting the application of Article 4 only to "treaties which are constituent instruments 

of international organizations" (Jamaica and Trinidad-Tobago, and Ceylon). Supra note 1 6. 

On the other hand, although recognizin*' that the Commission's draft article 4 was imperfect, the Israel 

delegation pointed out that those amendments by France or Peru would also cause similar difficulties and 

that it would be better to retain the Commissicn's draft article 4. Id., 9th meeting, at 51, paras. 58-9. The 

delegation of Federal Republic of Germany stated that the difficulty lay less in the wording than in the variety 

of the practice of different organizations. Id., 9th meeting, at 51, para. 64. 

Consequently, the amendment of Jamaica and Trinidad-Tobago was withdrawn. Id. 10th meeting, at 
58, para. 46. The amendment of Ceylon was rejected by 70 votes to 5, with 5 abstenti;ns. Id., at para. 

48. The amendments of France and Peru were referred to the Drafting Committee as a matter of a drafting 
character without being put to the vote. Id. , at para. 59. 

ao Id., 28th meeting, at 147, para. 15. 

31 Id., at 148, para. 28. 

32 United Nations C f on erence on the Law of Treaties. Ofiicial Records, Second Session, 1 969, Seventh 
plenary meeting, at 4-6, paras. 22-33. 
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text was therefore flexible enough to apply to all possible cases, and it might be un-

desirable to make it more precise."33 (Italics mine) 

II. Some DevelOpments Subsequent to the Vienna Convention 

on the Law of Treaties 

The concept of "relevant rules of the organization" has been adopted by two other 

conventions related to international organization. We will look at the drafting history of 

those provisions concerned and some of their implications. 

1 : Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in Their Relationship with Inter-

national Organizations of a Universal Character 

(a) Drafting in the International Law Commission 

(1) Third Report by Mr. A. El-Erian 
The Third Report on Relations between States and Inter-Governmental Organizations 

submitted in 1968 by the Special Rapporteur, Mr. Abdullah E1-Erian, contained the follow-

ing article :34 

"Article 4. Nature of the present articles ; relationship with the particular rules of 

international organizations. 
The application of the present articles to permanent missions of States to international 

organizations and other related subjects regulated in the present articles shall be subject 

to any particular rules which may be in force in the organization concerned." 

This draft article was mainly discussed in the 947th and 948th meetings. At first there 

was a conflict over the desirability of its inclusion. Mr. Ushakov was against it, stating 

that he saw no need for a general reservation to the effect that all the rules in the draft were 

subject to the particular rules of organizations and that if those rules were to be subject, 

automatically and from the outset, to the particular rules of organizations, their scope would 

be extremely limited.35 
The legal significance of this draft article was explained by Mr. Bartos as follows : 

"[T]he Commission was on the horns of a dilemma: either it must lay down unlform 

rules and reject any idea of organizations being able to follow particular rules on the pri-

vileges and immunities of permanent missions, or it must accept the existing situation, 

in other words, the diversity of systems in force."36 atalics mine) 

He also added that the Commission would be wrong to reject Mr. Ushakov's views com-
pletely, but that it should not disregard practice either, since that might give rise to serious 

difficulties. 

** Id., at 5, para. 29. 
*' El-Erian, Third Report on Relations between States and Inter-Governmentai Organizations, [1968] 

2 Y B INT'L L COMM'N I19 128 U. N. Doc. A/CN.4/203 and Add. 1-5. 

.. . , ' '* sununary Records of the 947th meeting, [1968] I Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 28, para. 27. 

** Id., at 29, para. 38. 
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Mr. Yasseen thought that the article presented a real problem, and stated: 

"The Commission was drafting articles concerning the status of representatives to 

international organizations. It was, however, an indisputable fact that those organ-

izations had drawn up their own rules on the matter. It was therefore necessary to 

determine whether the general rule enunciated in the draft would prevail over the par-

ticular rule of the organization or vice versa.s The Commission had to decide whether 

it wished to adopt the same position as in its draft on the law of treaties, in which it had 

given precedence to the rules established by international organizations. 

He himself had no firm opinion on that point, but since the rules adopted by inter-

national organizations were the outcome of long practice and valuable experience, he 

was inclined to think that they should prevail over the general rules formulated in the 

draft."37 (Italics mine, except #) 

After the explanation by the Special Rapporteur responding to the comments and some 
further discussion, it was agreed that draft article 4 should be referred to the Drafting Com-

mittee. 

The Drafting Committee later proposed a new draft article 4, which was, with a small 

amendment, adopted unanimously.38 Subsequently, the Report of the Commission to the 
General Assembly in 1968 contained the following draft article:39 

"Article 3 : Relationship between the present articles and the relevant rules of inter-

national organizations. The application of the present articles is without prejudice 

to any relevant rules of the organization." 

(2) Sixth Report by Mr. A. El-Erian 

The Sixth Report on Relation between States and International Organizations was 
submitted by Mr. El-Erian in 1971, and it contained the above quoted Article 3, with some 

comments by Governments and international organizations.40 The scope of this article 
was expanded to "any relevant rules of procedure of the conference,"41 but this is not relevant 

in the present context. 

There was, however, some interesting discussions in connection with the following 
article submitted by the Drafting Comnxittee : 

Article 52: Establishment of permanent observer missions 

1. Non-member States may, if the rules of the Organization so admit, establish per-

manent observer missions for the performance of the functions mentioned in article 53. 

Two interesting statements, inter alia, in the Commission are worth citing at some 
length here. Sir Humphrey Waldock referred to the law of treaties by stating as follows: 

"During its work on the law of treaties, the Commission had considered whether it 

" Sununary Records of the 948th meeting, id. , at 31, paras. 21-2. 

*' Summary Records of the 974th meeting, id., at 176, para. 33. 

s9 Report of the Commission to the General Assembly, [1968] 2 Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 191, 197-8, 

U. N. DOC. A/7209/Rev. I . 

4. El-Erian, Sixth Report on Relations between States and Inter-Governmental Organizations. D9711 

2 Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 1, 24-6, U. N. DOC. A/CN.4/241 and Add. 1-6. 
41 Summary Records of the 1132nd meeting, [19711 1 Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 303~,, paras. 41-53. 
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should include some definition of the rules of an organization ,' but it had reacted the con-

clusion that that was not desirable, as the question seemed to belong rather to the law of 

international organizations. 

The Commission was now making its first major attempt to codify the law of inter-

national organizations, and in that context there was perhaps less objection to the in-

clusion of such a definition. . . . What was important was that it should be made clear 

in the commentary that the term "rules" covered not only the constituent instruments 
of the organization concerned, but also such of itspractice as constituted established customs 

binding on members so long as they were not altered by the organization."42 (Italics 

mine) 

Mr. Reuter responded to this by stating as follows : 

"[1]t was not for the Commission to determine what were the rules of the organization, 

that was a matter for each organization to decide for itself In some organizations the 

rules would be statutory written rules alone, in others they would be the statutory 

written rules and certain rules derived from duly adopted resolutions of certain organs 

-which could change-and in yet others they would be not only the constitutional 

rules and the written rules drawn up by the organization itself, but also customary 

rules. There was no law of international organizations from which an exact definition of the 

expression "rules of the Organization" could be derived. If the Commission attempted 

such a definition it would be advancing a claim-never before asserted and against which 

he himself strongly protested-to establish a general law of international organizations 

which would decide, for al/ the organization concerned, what were the legal sources of 

the law of the organization ; and that was quite impossible. He was content with the ex-

pressron "rules of the Orgamzation " precisely because it was a reference which granted 

a certain autonomy to each organization. In any event, he did not see by what legal 

instrument the Commission could produce a system of law which would be supra-
constitutional and would have to be respected by all the organizations to which the draft 

articles applied."43 (Italics mine) 

The Commission provisionally approved article 52 as proposed by the Drafting Com-

mittee. It was later moved to the present Article 5, paragraph 2. 

(3) 1971 Report of the Commission to the General Assembly 

The 1971 Report of the Commission to the General Assembly contained the above-
quoted Article 3 with the following commentary, which was taken from the corresponding 

part of the Third Report submitted by Mr. El-Erian in 1968, and maintained without much 

change. 

"(2) The purpose of this article is twofold. First, given the diversity of international 

organizations and their heterogeneous character, in contradistinction to that of States, 

the draft articles are deisgned to establish a common denominator and to provide general 

rules to regulate the diplomatic law of relations between States and international organ-

izations in the absence of regu!ations on any particular point by an individual international 

organization. 

" Sununary Records of the 1118th meeting, id., at 212, paras. 16-7. 

43 Id., at 212-3, para. 18. 
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（3）8…吻・α〃肋3・εぬ・・ψ馴α〃伽μ〃た・1α川1舳舳〃αル榊1肋妙
α脚舳伽・カ・・α1・・gα〃刎f…A・…mp1・・fth・p・・ti・・1・・ml・・whi・hm・yp・・一

vai1in　an　organization　concems　membership．．、．

　　　　　　I…d・・t・…idh・・i㎎t・i・・1・d…p・・i丘・・・・・…ti・・i・…h・・ti・1・i・…p・・t

　　　　of　w止iich　it　was　necessary　to　sa胎guard　the　particular　mles　prevai1ing　in　an　organization

　　　　・・・…危・・・…th・C・㎜i・・i・・d・・id・dt・f・・ml・t・・g・・…1・・・・…ti・・i・p・・tI

　　　　of　the　dra丹articles．”44（Ita1ics　mine）

　　　　It　is　important　to　note　that　the　following　statement　which　apparently　ref1ects　the　dis－

cussions　in　the　Commission　was　inserted　anew　in　the　commenta町．

　　　　“（5）肋θη陀∬f・パ肋吻川1θ〃伽0・gα・肋伽”心ろ・・α∂舳幼1。加。1肋

　　　　α”κ伽α〃〃1・川肋εソε・伽か・伽閉ω舳1〃刎加舳舳な，。θ〃肋伽肘。燗α〃

肥・・1”・卿ψ伽・榊1・α〃・“・肌ε榊〃州θll・舳舳ε伽ααたθμソα肋9加肋〃
0rg0”・0〃0〃・”45（ItaliCSmine）

（b）　Dra冊ng　in　the　Viema　Diplomatic　Co㎡erence

（1）　Draft　Article3

　　　　Dra丘article3was　discussed　in　the3rd　and5th　meeti㎎s　ofthe　Com㎡ttee　ofthe　Whole，

・・dwith…m・h・・g・m・・t・d・pt・dby59・・t・・t・・…，with4・b・t・・ti…．・・Tw・p・i．t．

should　be　mentioned　here．First，the　meaning　of　the　expression“relevant　rules　of　the

0・g・・i・・ti・・”w・・…丘・m・dby・胎w・f・・p・・…t・ti・…fG・…m・・t・．・・S・…dly，

th・〃ゴ∫・”伽・fth・thi・d・・ft・・ti・1・w…1…ly・・p1・i・・dbyM・．E1－E・i・・（E．p。。tC。。一

sultant），who　stated　that　while　the　ILC　was　fully　aware　of　the　usefulness　of　uniication　in

th・m・tt…f川・∫榊1ケ・・脇棚η・〃・乃伽μ1・伽〃α〃加伽1・p吻伽fψ伽か。。。
”εψ加肋αガ…1・榊1・α肋帆ろε〃加91川肋〃”伽1α・ψ〃ε・・α伽・1・・g伽1。α一

カ0棚W伽加ω〃吻〃ω01〃〃0〃．48

　　　　（2）　Artic1e1，（34）

　　　　At　the　inal　stage－in　the46th　meeting一，it　was　decided　that　an　express　deinition

・h・・ldb・gi…t・・h・t・・m“・・1…fth・O正g・・i・・ti・・．”Th・p・・…tf・・ml・gi。。。t．

the　term　is　the　fol1owing：

　　　　Atricle　l，（34）　“rules　of　the　Organization”means，加μ〃た〃〃，the　constituent　in．

st「ume・t・…1・…td・・i・i・・…d・…1・ti…，・・d・・t・b1i・h・dp…ti…fth・0・g・・一
iZatiOn．（ItaliCS　mine）

　　　　Th・P・…h・・p・・…t・ti…wh・p・・p…d…w・・bp…g・・pht・th・・b…。価。。t，
e予Plainedth・tit…b・…三・th・t・・m“m1…fth・O工g・・i・・ti・・”・p・・…di・・・・…lp・・一

vls1ons　of　the　draft　convent1on　He　also　adm1tted　that　the　proposed　deimt】on　mtroduced

“Rep・・t・fth・C・㎜i・・i㎝t・th・G・…』A…mbl・，口97112Y．B．INT・LL．COMM・N275，287－8，
U．N．DOC．A／8410侭ev，1．

　蝸〃．，at288．

蝸UNmDNATIONSCON冊㎜NCEONT肥㎜P㎜SENTATIONOFSTATESINTHBIR㎜．
LATIONSWITH〕NTERNATIONALORGAN1ZATIONS，O冊・i・lR・・。・d・，W．I，S㎜。。yR。。。。d．
ofthe5th　meeting，at　gO，p皿a．26．

岬G㎜・・D・m㎝・ti・R…bli・（S・㎜肛・R㏄・正d・・fth・3・dm・・ti・・，・t80，P虹・．46）．・。dP。。、（〃，

paI＝a．50）

　’81♂。，at81，pa∫a，62．
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no innovation and that it was taken from paragraph 5 of the Commission's commentary 
to article 3 cited above.49 This French amendment was adopted with small changes.50 

2 : Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organiza-

tions or between International Organizations 

(a) Drafting in the International Law Commission 

(1) First Report by Mr. P. Reuter 
Problems related to the notion "relevant rules of the Organization" were excellently 

analyzed in the Reports on the Question of Treaties Concluded between States and Inter-

national Organizations or between Two or More International Organizations submitted 

by Mr. Paul Reuter, Special Rapporteur. I will cite below some of the relevant portions 

of his Reports. 
In his First Report, which was mainly based upon the analysis of the Vienna Conven-

tion on the Law of Treaties, comments submitted by international organizations in connec-

tion with that convention were analyzed as follows : 

"The international organizations had in mind two contradictory concerns: on the one 

hand, a strong desire to see the same juridical r6gime applied to treaties between States 

and to agreements concluded by international organizations, and on the other hand 

the desire to avoid confining the creative freedom of international organizations within 

rules which would not be fully adapted to their needs as those needs became progressively 

[T]he dominant feeling was one clearer with the development of their activities. . . . 
offear lest a process of change essentialfor the future of the organizations be interrupted. 

This last concern was forcefully revealed in connexion with a question which the Con-

ference settled by deciding to make the draft article under discussion applicable to the 

constituent treaties of an international organization and treaties concluded within such 

an organization. As is known, the rules drawn up [by] the International Law Com-
mission and confirmed by the Conference apply to such treaties only in so far as that 

is possible "without prejudice to any relevant rules of the organization." 

The representatives of the international organizations showed keen concern about 
this matter. They either tried to make the wording less restrictive, or specified that 

they interpreted it very liberally, or else declared that the reservation would be very 

hard to apply. Their efforts were above all directed towards determining what were 
the relevant rules of the organization: in their view the phrase applied not only to the 

existing rules, but also to those which might be established in the future. For some the 

main difficulty was to determine what constituted the "practice" of international org~~, 
ITzhatelrOensw;aWs anso "dPor~cbt:cae;'ocuotnttha:nreedpiyn ;~erensOptelcotnoOff, ::rsetlaebvlai:nhterdulperSaOc{1:~~, olre~a~,ipzraat:otince" 

which had given rise to a customary rule which thereby became one of the "relevant 

rules of the organization." However, there was likewise no doubt that the representa-

tives of the organizations also wished to reserve their right to institute new practices, 

i.e. to follow certain procedures which to their acceptance as custom, were not "established 

49 summary Records of the 46th meeting, at 336-7, paras. rs-9. 

uo Id., at 338, para. 36. 
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rules " but would mean that the organization had departed from the terms of the proposed 

articles. To refuse to accord this last concession to the organization would lead to 

a distressing situation where the provisions of the 1969 Convention could be set aside 

by a ,forma/ Iegal act in written form constituting a "relevant rule of the organization," 

but not by a customary process. "51 (Italics mine) 

This matter was discussed in depth again later in the same Report as follows : 

"(89) Another more important problem relates to the content of the notion of "re-

levant rules of the organization." It obviously includes the constituent instrument 

of the organization and the various unilateral regulations which the organizations [sic] 

draws up if it has obtained authority to do so. As regards the "practice of the organ-

ization," tlle International Law Commission, in the course of its previous work, had taken 

the view that only an "established practice" was part of the "relevant rules of the organ-

izatilon." This clarification would certainly seem to suggest that the "practice" thus 

recognized must be the subject of a rules, either because it is considered that in this 

case the rule is the subject of a tadt agreement, or because the parctice has become 

consolidated as a customary rule. But if this so, there is room for "practices" which 

are not sufficiently "established" to constitute a "relevant rule of the organization. " If 

general rules are in any way established which will be valid for the agreements of organ-

izations, reserving only the "relevant rules of the organization," these general rules 

will take precedence over "unestablrshed practices"' in other words, the organization 

will lose the right to seek, by new practices, to change the law applicable to it when the 

matter has been the subject of a formal rule,' as to the rules which would be established 

by draft articles on the law of the treaties of international organizations, the organiza-

tion will have lost the right to change theln by a customary process, but will still be free 

to amend them by a legal process in writing. It may be desired to preclude such a con-

sequence and to decide, as some organizations have requested, that the practice to be 

included in the notion of "relevant rules of the organization" should comprise any 

practice, even if it is not "established. " It may indeed, be preferred to keep intact in 

all its forms the creative power of the international organizations with respect to the legal 

rules relating to them. But the consequences of this choice must be carefully weighed : 

it means that even as residuary rules the provisions of a draft of articles would no longer 

be in any way mandatory for international organizations,' they would merely be guidelines 

for the organizations or, at best, principles so general that their binding force would be 

very limited in practice. But draft articles thus conceived would still be very valuable 

because they would help, although by a very fiexible process, to bring a little clarity 

(and perhaps order) into a sphere where they are lacking. This is the alternative which 

must be clearly understood today; both possibilities are equally worthy of considera-

tion; moreover, they are valid for the whole of the law of international organizations, 

and any preferences which may be felt for either of them should be based on practical 

considerations; it may change according to the subject-matter to be covered in draft 

u Reuter, First Report on the Question of Treaties Concluded between States And International Organ-

izations or between Two or More International Organizations [1972] 2 Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 171, 1 8,~ 

7, U. N. DOC. A/CN.4/258. 
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articles. Thus, for the representation of States in their relations with international organ-

izations, a subject which is covered by precise and detailed provisions in the proposals 

of the International Law Commission, tlle possibility of subsequent development through 

mere practice has been ruled out, although a reservation has been made not only for al-

ready established practices, but also for the possibility of subsequent change by a legal 

process in writing (express conventions, other relevant rules of the organization) ,' this 

really means that after an attempt at codification such as that represented by these 

draft articles, the subject should be regarded as having gone beyond an experimental 

stage of tentative effort and spontaneous creation by way of "practice." It rs not certaln 

that the same solution is needed for draft articles on the treaties of international organ-

izations."52 (Italics mine, except #) 

(2) Third Report by Mr. P. Reuter 

After presenting the general legal consideration as above, Mr. Reuter submitted his 

Third Report in 1974, which contained the following article: 

"Article 6. Capacity of international organizations to conclude treaties 

In the case of international organizations, capacity to conclude treaties is determined 

by the relevant rules of each organization." 

In the commentary attached to this draft article, Mr. Reuter presented his opinion as 

to the exact scope of the formula "relevant rules of each organization" as follows : 

"The most important point is to bear constantly in mind that these terms do not neces-

sarily cover the same sources for each organization; this is a basic constitutional fact 

which in itself derives from the law of each organization. . . . It should be understood 

that the expression "the relevant rules of each organization " is as neutra/ as possible : 

it imposes nothing but excludes nothing, and leaves the question of determining the solu-

tion chosen for a given organization to the principles and procedures of each organization. 

(27) The sources of the capacity of international organizations which are not excluded 

by the expression "the relevant rules of each organization" include the practices of 

international organizations. This is an idea which must be developed briefly. The 

concern of international organizations regarding the scope of their practice# had already 

been noted. The statements made at the United Nations Conference on the Law of 
Treaties show clearly that "the relevant rules of international organizations" include 

"established practices," that is, the practice which must be considered equivalent to 

legal rules. However, in the context of the 1969 Convention, although the question was 

not formally settled, it may be wondered whether a practice which is in the process of being 

established, that is, which is not yet established, is or is not covered by article 5 of the 

1969 Convention. This is a very serious question. If it is assumed that that Convention 

is binding on international organizations and that only "established" practices can 

derogate from its rules with regard to the constituent instruments of international 

organizations and the treaties adopted within an international organization (article 5 

of the 1969 Convention), it would follow that the entry into force of the 1969 Convention 

would prohibit any news customary development of the law of international_ organizations-

that was contrary to the 1969 Convention. 

*2 Id., at 198-9. 
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（28）　It　is　the　view　of　the　Special　Rapporteur　that＿w肋o〃ゴψ加g肋g加α〃γwαγψo〃

肋ε　加κ叩肥吻カoη　ψo肋εr　coηソビ〃〃o〃J，∫〃c乃　α∫　肋ε　1969　Co〃叱〃ゴoκ一it　must　be　ack－

knowledged　without　hesitation　that〃3θ〃κ∬’o〃“励θrθ18ソo〃r〃θ∫qブωc乃orgo〃zα一

カo〃”ωvα∫ρrααたωw〃c乃αrε〃oτμ1ω伽ろ伽加∂ろ〃τ〃θ〃αろ1θ’o加ω閉2J0．　This

expression　basica1ly　reserves　the　constitutiona1r6gime　of　each　organization：it　is　this

正ξgime，and　not　the　draft　a打icles，which　wm　determine　the　scope　of　the“practiec．”

I£therefore，under　this　r6gime，the　constit11tion　of　the　organization　is　partly　customary

in　origin　andρ1‘ααたθ〃αγ加肋ol　co〃〃εx’o〃ρ1αγα1‘o1θgo加9わ2γo〃♂肋α’ρ1・o切6ε∂ノわr

加〃此1831，μrαgrα助3rりげ励819690oηソε〃o〃，it　is　this　rξgime　which　wi11be　ap－

plicable．　To　adopt　any　other　solution　would　be　to　give　written　conventiona1law　pre－

cedence　over　unwritten　law　as　a　source　of　the　law　peculiar　to　each　organization，prevent

the　pro酊essive　development　ofthe　law　ofeach　organization　and　giveエise　to　an　una㏄ept－

able　infringement　of　the　constitutiona1autonomy　of　each　orga㎞zation；this，in　the

丘nal　analysis，is　the　meaning　of　draft　article6。”53（Italics　mine，except＃）

　　　　（3）　Discussion　in　the　Commjssion

　　　　Draft　article6was　one　of　the　most　debated　artic1es　in　the　Commission．In　the　present

context，however，it　should　be　sτ1脆cient　on1y　to　point　out　that　the　fo11owing　explanation

was㎜ade　by　the　Special　Rapporteur　in　discussion　in1974．

　　　　　　“The　tem1“practice”of　international　organizations　should　not　be　used　in　the　text．

　　　　…皿〃〃伽げθX肋12・㎜C0ソ㈹〃・肋θ舳肋J加∂〃C伽，W肋乃W伽10∫αμ〃皿一
　　　　1o㎜〃γ〃1ω，伽∂μoαたε加‘加μooε∬ρブカr棚o〃o〃．　To　secure　the　assent　of　the　in－

　　　　ter11at1onal　orgamzat1ons，the　Comn皿ss1on　would　have　to　respect肋αr力c〃卯ψゐソεム

　　　　○が昭oμαc此3，to　which　they　attached　great　importance－　That　was　why　he　had　pointed

　　　　out　in　his　commentary　that　the　relevant　mles　of　an　intemationa1organization　included，

　　　　where　applicable，the　practice　of　that　organization．　The　use　of　the　word“practice”

　　　　would　suggest　that　there　might　be　a　customary　element　in　the　constitution　of　an　inter－

　　　　national　organization．That　was　possib1e，but　not　n㏄essary　so．Govemments　mjght

　　　　very　wel1establish　an　intemational　orga㎡zation　and　give　it　an　inHexible　constitution，

　　　　rejecting　the　possibilities　of　adaptation　a価orded　by　recourse　to　practice．　The　idea

　　　　of　practice　should　not　be　imposed　on　intemational　organization；it　should　follow　im－

　　　　plicitly　from　the　rules　of　the　organization，as　it　fo11ows　from　the　intemal　organization

　　　　of　States　in　the　case　of　the　Vienna　Convention．”54（Italics］nine）

　　　　More　important　is　the　followi㎎fact．The　Fourth　Report　contained　draft　artic1e27

（Intema11aw　of　a　State，rules　of　an　intemational　orga－1ization　al〕d　observance　of　treaties）

aI1d　the　commenta町referred　to　the　meaning　of　the　expression“rules　of　the　organization．”

　舶Rcute正，Thi正d　Report　on　the　Question　of　Treaties　Conc1uded　between　States　And　Int6matiom10rgan－

izations　o正betwe㎝Two　or　More　Intemational　Organizations［1974］2－1Y．B，1NT’L　L．COMM’N135，

151＿2，U．N．DOC－A／CN．4／279，

　Aげicle6invo1ves　a　di茄㎝1t　question　conceming　the　basis　oftreaty－m疵ing　capacity　ofintemational　o㎎an－

izations，whcih　is　not　d副t　with　here．　8α，力rαα㎜ρ1‘，Seyersted，〃ωσ一Mo此加8C〃αc〃γρ／1〃‘閉”jo”仰1

0硲口〃刎肋”〃ノ〃た1ε6ρ／1加1〃ε川”’o〃口1五αw　Co榊伽’∬jo〆o刀rψノ〃’c1ε’o〃1加1二αwψ〃ω伽∫加榊εε〃

8刎ω口〃1〃ε閉舳o””10r8口〃z刎o〃o　or加舳舵”1〃2閉刎o”口10r帥卿z刎o”亙，34δSTERR』ヨICHISCHE
ZBITSCHlRIFr　FむR　OPF】ヨNTLICHES　RECHT　UND　VOLKERR』ヨCHT261（1983）

刷1㎜a町Reco正1soft1e111lt1m6eti㎎，口11111Y．B．㎜T’LL．COMM’N1ll，p趾a．l1．
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In the discussion of this draft article in 1977, the Chairman (Sir Francis Vallat) suggested 

an express definition of this expression by stating: 

"Although he was convinced that a reference to "the rules of the organization" should 

be included in the article, he was not sure whether a definition of those words was neces-

sary, particularly in the light of developments which had taken place since 1969, when 

no definition of the meaning of the words " ru!es of the organization " had been included 

in the Vienna Convention. In 1975, a definition of those words had been given in article 

l, paragraph I (34), of the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States in their 

Relations with International Organizations of a Universal Character. He therefore 

suggested that the Drafting Committee might consider the possibility of preparing a 

definition on the lines of that contained in the 1975 Vienna Convention."55 (Italics mine) 

The 1977 Report of the Commission to the General Assembly, as a result, contained 

the following provision :56 

Article 2. Use of terms 

1. For the purposes of the present article: 

(j) "rules of the organization" means, in particular, the constituent instruments, 

relevant decisions and resolutions, and established practice of the organization." 

(4) Final Draft AJ:ticles by the Commission 

The Final Draft Articles were approved by the Commission in 1982. Although the 
expression of "rules of the organization" or similar ones appear in such articles as 2, 5, 6, 

27, 35, 36, 37, 39, 46, it will be, in the light of the above explanation, appropriate to cite 

some of the relevant portions out of the commentaries attached to Article 2. para. I . (j) 

and Article 6. 
With respect to Article i, para. 1. (j), the text of which is given above, the commentary 

includes the following explanation : 

"(24) Subparagraph h (j) is a new provision by comparison with the Vienna Conven-

tion. In the light of a number of references which appear in the present draft articles 

to the rules of an international organization, it was thought useful to provide a defini-

tion for the term "rules of the organization." Reference was made in particular to 

the definition that had recently been given in the Convention on the Representation of 

States. The Commission accordingly adopted the present subparagraph, which repro-

duces verbatim the definition given in that Convention. 

, . . . [AS to the terms referring to the organization's own law, the Commission has 

not adopted the expression. "the internal law."] There would have been problems in 

refering to the "internal law" of an organization, for while it has an internal aspect, this 

law also has in other respects an international aspect. The definition itself would have 

been incomplete without a reference to "the constituent instruments . . , of the organi-

** Surnmary Records of the 1436th meeting, 119771 1 Y. B･ INT'L L. COMM'N 112-3, para. 29. See a!so 
Summary Records of the 1459th meeting, id. , at 238J}O, paras. e~32. 

*' Report of the International Law Commission on the Work of ns Twenty-Ninth session, 9 May-29 
July 1977, 11977] 2-n Y. B. INT'L L. COMM'N 1, 118, U. N. DOC. A/32/10. 
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zation"; it also had to mention the precepts established by the organization itself, but 

the terminology used to denote such precepts varies from organization to organization. 

Hence, while the precepts might have been designated by a general formula through the 

use of some abstract theoretical expression, the Commission, opting for a descriptive 

approach has employed the words "decrsrons" and "resolutions"; the adverbial phrase 

"in particular" shows that the adoption ofa "decision" or of a "resolution" is only one 

example of the kind offormal act that can give rise to "rules of the organization." . . . 

Lastly, reference is made to established practice.# . . . However, the reference in 

question is in no way intended to suggest that practice [has the same standing in all 

organizations ; on the contrary, each organization has its own characteristics in that 

respect. Similarly, by referring to "established"practice, the Commission seeks only to 

rule out uncertain or disputedpractice, it is not its wish to freeze practice at a particular 

moment in an organizationls history. "57 (Italics mine) 

With respect to Article 6, the text finally adopted was as follows: 

"Article 6. Capacity of international organizations to conclude treaties 

The capacity of an international organization to conclude treaties is governed by 

the relevant rules of that organization." 

The conunentary includes the following important statement: 

"(5) It should be clearly understood that the question howfar practice can play a crea-

tive part, particularly in the matter of international organization ~ capacity to conclude 

treaties, cannot be answered umformly for all international organizations. This question, 

too, depends on the "rules of the organization"; indeed, it depends on the highest cat-

egory of those rules-those which form, in some degree, the constitutional law of the 

organization and which govern in particular the sourcess of the organization's rules. . . . 

~]t must be admitted that international organizations differ greatly from one another 

as regards the part played by practice and the form which it takes, inter alia# in the 

matter of their capacity to conclude international agreements. . . . For these reasons, 

practice as such was not specifically mentioned in article 6; practice finds its place in 

the development of each organization in and through the "rules of the organization," 

as defined in article 2, subparagraph I G), and that place varies from one organization 

to another. 

. . . . In matters such as the capacity to conclude treaties, which are governed by the 

rules of each organization, there can be no question of fixing those rules as they stand 

at the time when the codification undertaken becomes enforceable against each organ-

ization. In reserving the practice of each organization in so far as it is recognized by the 

organization itself, what is reserved is not the practice established at the time of entry 

into force of the codlfication# but the very faculty# of modifying or supp!ementing the organ-

ization ~ rules by practice to the extentpermitted by those rules. Thus, without imposing 

on the organizations the constraint of a uniform rule which is ill-suited to them, article 

6 recognizes the right of each of them to have its own legal image."58 (Italics mine, 

except #) 

57 Report of the International Law Comntission on the Work of Its Thirty-Fourth Session (3 May-23 

July 1982), [1982] 2-II Y. B. INT'L L, COMM'N 1, 21, U, N. DOC. A/37/lO. 
58 Id., at 24. 
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(b) Drafting in the Vienna Diplomatic Conference59 

(1) Introduction 

The United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties between States and International 

Organizations or between International Organizations was convened in Vienna from 18 
February to 21 March 1986. The Vienna Convention on the Law, of Treaties between 
States and International Organizations or between International Organizations was adopted 

at the Plenary Conference on March 20 by 67 votes (including Japan) to I (France), with 

23 abstentions (including socialist countries). I have not, at the time of writing this article, 

been able to go through the proceedings of the Conference yet. But the text adopted and 

some of the main discussions have been reported as follows. 

(2) Amendment to the Preamble 
The socialist countries including the Soviet Union and East Germany revealed their 

distrust of international organizations by claiming that the differences between States and 

international organizations should be stipulated in each article and by attempting to ex-

pressly stipulate that international organizations should act in accordance with their internal 

rules (their constituent instruments in particular). 

The western countries including Japan opposed these claims, asserting that treaties 

are to be concluded between legally equal parties and that, since international organizations 

are recognized to have the capacity to conclude treaties, it was not only meaningless but 

also harmful to expressly stipulate some differences between States and international organ-

izations. 

Subsequently, the conflict was solved by inserting in the preamble the following state-

ment, which embodies the claims of the socialist countries. 

"Recognizing that the practice of international organizations in concluding treaties 

with States or between themselves should be in accordance with their constituent in-

struments,". 

(3) Amendment to Article 2, paragraph I , (j) 

With respect to Article 2, parapgrah 1, G), the socialist countries, again including the 

Soviet Union, presented their opinion that decisions, etc. should be expressly provided to 

be based upon the constituent instruments. deleting the expression "in particular." 
Countries such as Austria and Switzerland, on the other hand, asked that the expession 

"established" be deleted because it could freeze or frustrate practice in the process of for-

mation. 

This question was considered in informal consultations under the chairmanship of 

Mr. Zemanek (President of the Conference) and it was agreed, as a mini-package including 

some other problems, that "adopted in accordance with the constituent instruments" be 

placed after "declslons and resolutions." Thus the text adopted was as follows : 

** For the sources of the present section, see Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties between States 

and International Organizations or between International Organizations, U. N. DOC. A/CONF. 129/15, 
and Yachi, United Nations Conference on the Law of Treaties between States and International Organizations 

or between International Organizations (in Japanese), 85Jl KOKUSAIHO GAIKO ZASSI (THE JOURNAL 

OF INTERNATIONAL LAW AND DIPLOMACY) 374 (1986). 
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'' '' rules of the organization" means, in particular, the constituent instruments, de-

cisions and resolutions adopted in accordance with them, and established practice of 

the organization." 

(4) Draft article 6 was adopted as it stood. 

III. Concluding Remarks 

From the foregoing explication, several observations could be made. First, in drafting 

conventions regulating the status and activities of international organizations, the necessity 

has been consistently recognized that the relevant rules of the organization should be taken 

into account and that they should prevail over the general rules to be drafted. The raison 

d'etre of such provisions as Article 5 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties or 

Article 3 of the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States, both of which were 

adopted almost unanimously, was to safeguard the relevant rules of the organization and 

to avoid hampering the development of the rules by each organization, keeping in mind 
that the law of international organizations is in constant evolution. 

Secondly, the uniform position of international organization has also consistently been 

"to avoid confining the creative freedom of international organizations within rules which 

would not be fully adapted to their needs as those needs become progressively clearer with 

the development of their activities." 

Thirdly, the question dealt with in the present article seems, in the final analysis, to 

depend upon the scope of the notlon "relevant rules of the orgamzation." As for the scope 

of substantive matters to be covered by the general reservation provislon of Article 5 in 

the 1969 Convention on the Law of Treaties, there were differences of opinion, on the one 

hand between Waldock and the Commission, and on the other hand among Mr. McDougal, 
Mr. Broches, Mr. Golsong, and Mr. Jenks. It was because of these differences and the 
difficulty in reaching consensus upon which articles need the reservation, and for fear that 

a necessary reservation might be inadvertently overlooked, that a general reservation pro-

vision covering the whole convention was inserted. 

As for the scope of the kinds of act that can give rise to "rules of the organizataion," 

the question does not seem necessarily settled. The 1969 Convention on the Law of Treaties 

includes no definition on this point, as the Commission had considered that the question 

seemed to belong rather to the law of international organizations. However, several points 

were confirmed in the drafting process, such as "not only the provisions of the constituent 

instruments of the organization but also the customary rules developed m the practice" 

aLC), "both rules laid down in the constituent instrument and rules established in the prac-

tice of the organization as binding" (Waldock), or "both to written rules and to unwritten 

customary rules" but "the term in question applied only to legal rules and could not be 

extended to rules that did not have the character of legal rules. . . , which had not reached 

the stage of mandatory legal rules" (Yasseen). 

In this connection, however, it could still be claimed, as Reuter does, that there is no 

law of international organizations from which an exact definition of the expression "rules 

of the organization" can be derived, as this expression is as neutral as possible, Ieaving the 
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content for each ogranization, and that, in the context of the 1969 Convention, the question 

has not been formally settled. 

The focus seems to be on whether "relevant rules of the organization" can include 

practices in the process of being established. If the 1969 Convention were binding on 

international organizations,60 and if the reply were negative, the 1969 Convention would 

prohibit any new customary development of the law of international organizations, and 

organizations would lose the right to change, by new practices-by a customary process, 

the law applicable to it when the matter has been the subject of a formal rule. The very 

faculty of developing a practice is at issue here. The representatives of international organ-

izations have claimed a positive reply to this question, wishing to reserve their right to in-

stitute new practices which, until their acceptance as custom, are not "established rules" 

but will mean that the organization has departed from the terms of the Convention. A 
negative reply would mean that the 1969 Convention could be set aside only by a formal 

legal act in written form, but not by a customary process. A well-balanced judgment. 
however, should also take into consideration the fact that a positive reply would mean that 

the Convention would merely be a guideline for the organization and that its binding force 

wou]d be very limited in practice. In any case, it might be wondered whether all these 

implications were appreciated in their exact sense in the drafting of the 1969 Convention. 

In the case of the Vienna Convention on the Representation of States, Reuter states, 

in the light of the express definition, that the possibility of subsequent development through 

mere practice has been ruled out as the subject was regarded as having gone beyond an ex-

perimental stage of tentative effort and spontaneous creation by way of practice, although 

a reservation has been made for already established practices and legal processes in writing. 

This conclusion, however, seems to be still debatable in the light of the foregoing explication. 

In the case of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of International Organiza-

tions, the draft convention by the Commission gave a positive reply. It was not its wish 

to freeze parctice at a particular moment in an organization's history ; it reserved the faculty 

of modifying or supplementing the organization's rules by practice to the extent permitted 

by those rules. In the light of the amendments adopted at the Vienna Diplomatic Con-
ference, it might be claimed that the scope and direction of customary development through 

practice has now been restricted within and in accordance with the constituent instrument. 

However, when we take into consideration the fact that constituent instruments, in most 

cases, provide only the general framework and leave the details for later developments, it 

would be appropriate to conclude that the question was left to be determined in concrete 

cases as they occur by the process of interpretation of constituent instruments. 

If the question was not formally settled, as was pointed out by Mr. Reuter, in the case 

of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, and since this Convention is not formally 

binding on international organizations, it should be decided by each organization. 

6o The 1969 Convention relates only to treaties among States, and the question here is practices of the organ-

ization. not ofthe member States. This distinction might seem negligible at first, since decisions of the organ-

ization are ultimately made by the member States. However, it carries an important implication for devel-
opment of the law of international organizations, which I intend to write about on another occasion. See 
for example Reuter, Quelques reflexions sur la notion de "pratique internationale. " specialement en matiare 
d'organisatlons internationales, STUDI IN ONORE DI GIUSEPPE SPERDUTI 187 (1984) : Lauterpacht, 
The Development of the Law of International Organization by the Decisions of International Tribunals, 1 52 

RECUEIL DES COURS 379 (1976-IV). 
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　　　　Pma11y，w1th　respect　to　the　mte叩retat1ve耐amework　ment1oned　m〃卯o伽c〃o〃，the

possibilities　seem　to　havc　been　con丘rmed　that　specia1m1es　of　inte叩retation　appljcab1e　to

constituent　instmments　of　intemationa1o㎎a㎞zations　be　developed　in　the　practi㏄s　of

orgalliizations，t11at　these　ru1es　be　included　in　the“re1evant　rules　of　the　organization，”　and

that，therefore，there　be　di価erences　between　t11e　inte正pretative耐amework　of　the　law　of

treaties　and　that　ofconstitu㎝t　instmments　ofintemationa1organizations．
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